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Circular Construction
Building
New Solutions

We Don‘t Like Waste!
Do you?
Together, we can stop the waste of resources
and materials in the construction industry:
Let‘s build in closed cycles.
Let’s build with Lindner!

Division
Green Building

Get Inspired
in our „Green Room“
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Discover the possibilities of circular construction with Lindner
in our virtual showroom or contact us directly:

Lindner
Ceiling Systems
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Lindner
Wall Systems
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Lindner
Floor Systems

We Are the Refresher
Our contribution to a new era of construction
The Lindner Group is Europe‘s
leading full-range supplier for
interior fit-out, building envelopes
and insulation technology. Also in
the area of “Sustainable Building”
we are pioneering: from being a
founding member of the DGNB
across the first own life cycle
assessment in 2011 to new rental
and take-back offerings we are
constantly evolving.

In the sense of circular construction, we offer a comprehensive
portfolio of products and solutions:
• circular system products for interior
fit-out and facades, mainly Cradle to
Cradle Certified®
• interface-optimised planning for
flooring, partitions, ceilings and
luminaires
• take-back guarantees as well as
rental offers

1, 2 or 3 …

• building certification and Green
Building consulting
• life cycle assessment and
CO₂ footprint calculation
• flexible space concepts for healthier,
more sustainable rooms
• financing concepts and long-term
investment security
Lindner Group | Bahnhofstrasse 29 | 94424 Arnstorf
Phone +49 8723 20-3752 | Green.Building@Lindner-Group.com | www.Lindner-Group.com

Recyclable system products and
circular expansion concepts from Lindner
for first, second or third use –
for new buildings, refurbishment and revitalisation
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Ways of Circular Construction
Many paths – one goal: sustainable construction!

We Li/ove
Material Cycles
The vision of circular construction –
already lived practice at Lindner today
Even during the development of Lindner System P
 roducts, we
think and plan in closed cycles. All processes in the c ompany
are geared to this:

Cycle 1: Reuse
In the case of reuse, the initial product is dismantled and
used again without preparation in the same or another
building. The choice of circular construction results in the
highest potential of ecological and economical quality.
Cycle 2: Further Use
After non-destructive dismantling, the original product
is returned to Lindner production for further use as the
components are reprocessed and returned to their
old or a new purpose.

Cycle 3: Reprocessing
The initial product is dissolved in its shape and the
separated materials are reintroduced into the production
process.
Cycle 4: Recycling
The initial product is dissolved in its shape and the
separated materials are supplied to an external recycling
process.

• continous reduction of energy and resources,
• avoidance of waste and toxic substances,
• use of recyclable materials,
• application of renewable forms of energy,
• use of water in closed cycles,
• flexible, changeable and demountable product design and
• consideration for the impact on people and nature.
This principle is supported by the Lindner Modular System:
our System Products for Ceilings, Floors and Partitions are
perfectly compatible with each other, designed as modularly
as possible and easy to dismantle.

Recycling
In our production in Dettelbach we use 100 % used paper for the
production of floor panels
Further Use
At our headquarters in Arnstorf, used components are reconditioned

